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A Thank You to Civil Servants
Japanese bureaucracy has a bad
reputation, but it’s made up of good
people.
I’m not here to proselytize for
Kanryōism; my inability to fill out
paperwork has convinced me it’s
probably not the one true religion.
However, without the people in that
bureaucratic system, our earthquake
experiences could have been much,
much worse.
Many people deserve praise for
their actions during and after the
earthquakes. Those deserving of praise
range from civil servants to ALTs to
average Japanese people working hard
to help those afflicted.
Civil servants contributed to a
system that helped keep us safe. Building
codes, evacuation centers, phone alarms,
and general information dissemination
must be planned, maintained, and
executed by someone. There are those
working hard so we can drive on roads
and have supplies—like food and water—
necessary to our survival. Many have
helped communicate where and when we
will have those necessities. Without
them, we might have been left alone in
the dark without the information we
needed to keep ourselves safe and
informed.
Many at your town hall worked
overtime hours I can hardly believe.
Some worked into the night to make food

by Liam Nolan

Sakura – Aso by Zaynab Nahkid

and drinks for those in evacuation
zones. My friend at the town hall
finished several consecutive days of
sleepless work to return to a destroyed
apartment. He’d spent that time
ensuring the safety of others at the
junior high’s evacuation zone.
Even as I write this, my school
reminds me of the call center I worked
at a few years ago. Each teacher has a
full class list in front of them, and
they’re calling each of their students to
make sure they’re okay. Earlier today,
I helped my teachers move the
contents of every classroom at one of
my elementary schools, which the
earthquake wrecked, to my junior high
school so those children would still
have a chance to learn in a safe
environment.
Though they deserve recognition
every day for their hard work,
expressing your gratitude now is
important. Thank a co-worker; thank a
PA; thank a fellow ALT; thank a town
hall employee; thank someone who
helped you. They deserve praise for
their hard work during this awful time.
Thank you.
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Reasons to
Love
Kumamoto

by Denise Wiley

For some of us, the Kyushu earthquakes couldn’t
have happened at a worse time. Barely recovered
from a long and gloomy winter, two major
earthquakes and the ensuing nerve-wracking
tremors have only served to make the
homesickness worse. One sleepless night, I began to
reflect on all the wonderful things I like about
Kumamoto that make me want to be here when this
prefecture recovers.
1. Kumamon

It’s difficult for me to grasp how the
word kawaii existed before Kumamon.
The chubby black bear is the very
embodiment of the word. His rosy
cheeks bring out my inner child and, in
my mind, I am eight years old once
again and Kumamon and I are besties. I
can see us rolling around in the grass in
the backyard. He’d ask to comb my
doll’s hair and I would let him. I am not
the least bit perturbed by the fact that
it’s a man (or woman) in a suit. The fact
that Kumamon has garnered nationwide and international fame proves
that I have plenty of company, all
wrapped up in the enchanting embrace
of his big hypnotic eyes.

Me and Kumamon.
2. Mt. Aso

There’s something dangerously thrilling
about living near an active volcano. Asosan in all its magnificence towers over
the city of Aso and, every now and then,
spits a pillar of smoke and ash to remind
us that this marvel of nature will not be
ignored. In addition to enjoying the many
hot springs fed by Aso-san’s fury, this
may be the only chance for many of us
(for me at least) to get a photo op with an
active volcano.

View from the Aso Mountain
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3. Natural wonders

The entrance to Yusei Tunnel in Tamakori.

Like much of Japan, Kumamoto is filled with
many natural wonders. There’s Kikuchi Gorge,
one of many picturesque waterfalls that dot the
landscape throughout the prefecture. The
Yusei Tunnel in Takamori is also a wonder to
explore – the site of an abandoned railway
tunnel through which a natural spring flows.
People travel from all over Japan to offer
prayers and wash their mouths with water
from this spring. Then there’s Daikanbo, a
mountain plateau that trekkers claim offer one
of the most beautiful sunrises in all of Japan. It
is said that when you’re there, it’s like standing
on top of the world. These are just a few of
many beautiful sites that make Kumamoto a
great place for nature lovers and adventurers.

4. Aso Shrine, Kumamoto Castle & other
historic sites

It may lie in ruins now but that has not been
a deterrent to hundreds of people who still
dutifully visit the famous Aso Shrine to offer
their prayers. The Shrine has been a beacon
of hope for many years and even in these
difficult times, it is continues to be a source
of comfort and hope for the renewal and
rebuilding that the people of Kumamoto
hope to see. Likewise, the 400 year old
Kumamoto Castle is an integral part of the
Kumamoto Castle
rich history of this prefecture and its
by Jamie Jové-Viniegra
people. One of three main castles in Japan,
Kumamoto Castle is designated an
5. Basashi
Important Cultural Property and, as it
If
you’ve
ever tried basashi, chances are it
has in the past, its magnificent walls
happened in Kumamoto. I’m not a meat
will rise again from the ruins.
eater myself but I can’t count how many
times this ‘meal’ has been recommended.
If you don’t know what basashi is, it’s
horsemeat, also known here as sakura
nikku or cherry blossom meat. And while
some of us Westerners may turn our nose
up at the very mention of eating a horse, I
personally believe one’s food choices are
largely based on socialization and can
accept the fact that it would likely be one
of my favourite foods if I were so taught.
Nevertheless, basashi is the signature dish
of Kumamoto, enjoyed with soy sauce,
grated ginger and garlic. If you’re a
https://flic.kr/p/afLKnS
culinary adventurer, this is definitely one
to tick off the list.
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The biggest thing that makes him stand out, in
my mind, is that he isn’t afraid to show his emotion.
As far as most Japanese people are concerned, you
could even say he wears his heart on his sleeve.
Despite this, people take him seriously. Not just
because he is an efficient worker or because he was
always jumping around the school tackling problems
with other teachers, but probably simply because
people like talking with him.
by Brendan Amy
Prior to the recent annual shakeup, Matsuda
Keishi sensei, usually greeted as ‘KC Diamond,’ ‘D’, or
‘KC,’ by his friends, worked at Amakusa Technical
Senior High School (Amakou) for nine years. Nine years is a bit longer than your
average teacher would stay at one school, so you can imagine that he was a bit of an
institution. In fact, I could hardly tell a new acquaintance that I worked at Amakou
without having Matsuda-sensei’s name brought up.
Name synonymous with the school to outsiders, his popularity at Amakou was
no exception. This popularity contributed to his selection as head teacher. It was a
job that kept him quite busy, but which he enjoyed, and his upbeat attitude could be
felt in his interactions with administrators, teachers, and students alike.
The term “mood-maker” is not only a Japanese one, but the way I understood
it prior to my tenure as an ALT didn’t mesh with the one I have now. A mood maker
in class can be a double-edged sword. Luckily for Amakou, Matsuda-sensei was
largely a positive influence. The teacher community at Amakou is difficult to

Mood
Maker

Takachiho by Olivia Lee
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understand at times, as cliques tend to
exist across subject lines as often as they
run within them, but wherever KC
Diamond went those lines faded away
and we all became friends. He can be
loud, and he can be talkative, but not
always, and the main theory I have for
his mood making abilities is that he
simply likes people. He enjoys being
around them, and he has the ability to
make people want to be more outgoing.
Many of his fellow teachers credit him
for helping to make the teacher culture
at Amakou much more relaxed and
enjoyable than they had expected.
Popularity aside, Matsuda-sensei
is also an efficient and experienced
worker. He wouldn’t thank me for telling
you the exact number of years of
experience, not that he’s old, but let’s
just say that he should be able to make
himself useful at his new job. To further
elaborate, while occupying the role of
head teacher he also taught a number of
classes each week. This dedication to
teaching, despite having more than
enough hats to wear, lead to a very busy
schedule. Many teachers marveled at the
speed with which he could execute his
daily tasks. I was personally most
impressed when I saw that he had time
to play mayor of ‘Sim City’ on his iPad
from time to time.
Whether
for
his
mayoral
aspirations, or his efficient work, and in
the face of his already exceedingly long
tenure, our principal requested that he
stay on for an additional year. Matsudasensei had very willingly agreed. Instead,
that tenth year went out the window and
he was sent to the Kencho.
So who is this Matsuda-sensei?
Maybe you’ve figured it out, but I’m
talking about the new Japanese PA; the
one who has taken Harada-sensei’s place
in working with Dokken, Roland and
Takaki-sensei at the Kencho. I’m writing
this because up until April I had the

privilege of working with Matsuda-sensei
at my base school, and before he left
these sleepy islands for the big city I
tried* to sit down with him to ask a few
pertinent questions.
“Why would the reassignment
board go above a teacher’s, not to
mention a principal’s, wishes?” Was the
first real question I wanted to ask,
because, if you’re like me, the
Bureaucratic System oftentimes seems a
bit shrouded in obfuscation and
confusion. Turns out it’s a mystery for
the people working in the system, too!
The first thing I heard from Matsudasensei after the reassignment was “It’s a
nightmare!”

“Have you ever had
tantousha training?” I wondered.
“No, I haven’t…. but now I am
Japanese PA! ’¡Ay caramba!’”
“But you have Team Teaching
experience?”
“Yes, with eight or nine
ALTs.”
“So you don’t have any
tantousha training, but you’ve got
plenty of Team Teaching and
administrative experience. What
else do you hope to bring to the
table?”
“Negotiation skills?
Communication skills in English in the
real world, not in school. I also have a
tight game with administrative technical
terms… So if anyone has any questions
there, go for it! I can do that!”
“Do you think those skills will be
useful at your new job? I mean, as far as
you understand it, what will your new
job involve?”
8
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“I will be arranging everything for
the JET Programme. Drafting meeting
plans, organizing conferences, sitting
down with tantoushas and ALTs, and
even preparing small things such as
name cards, bento tickets, and so on.”
“It seems like some of your job is
open to interpretation. That
resonates with most ALTs.
Speaking of which, how do
you see ALTs? Are ALTs
useful
and
important?
Moderately? Not helpful?
How can
ALTs better
improve themselves to help
their JTEs?”
“I see each of them as
teachers, and I’d like them
to
work
as
Japanese
teachers do. You have the
JET Programme contract
that will not allow you to do
some of the same things as
Japanese teachers do, but
your participation in every
event will be fairly welcomed. Are ALTs
useful? Yes!! To give your ideas to the
JTEs, and to listen to the JTEs ideas, will
lead us to a better stage in highly
effective teaching.”
“What do you like about Team
Teaching?”
“Creating new lessons. ALTs often
give me new ways of thinking.”
“What
techniques
for
Team
Teaching did you use, and how effective
were they?”
“Skit demonstrations, making
funny videos of everyday conversations,
specific situations… Anything funny will
help to motivate the students.”
“What recommendations or advice
would you give to other Japanese
Teachers of English for how to best
utilize their ALTs?”
“Spend more time with ALTs (if
you are young, please!) to get to know
each other. How do Japanese-Japanese

relationships improve? If you don’t know
the people you work with, you can’t do
well. To utilize your ALT to everyone’s
satisfaction is the next step.”
“And the ever present question,
what do you think about using 100%
English in the classroom?”

Photo by Jamie Jové-Viniegra
“I partly agree, but partly don’t.
There are a variety of students and their
levels of understanding are so wide. In
academic schools, 100% English-use
class can be something, but we have to
remember that there might be students
who just waste their time because of
100% English-use.”
And on that bombshell…
While I have some reservations
about what he says, particularly how
fairly we will be welcomed in
participating in certain events, I believe
his sentiment is real. In fact, he once lent
me his Kumamoto Teachers Association
badge to wear in front of some people
from the BoE. This garnered none too few
underhanded comments from some of
the stingier teachers. While small, his
gesture showed to me his willingness to
appreciate ALTs, and sometimes go
against the grain. If that isn’t an exciting
trait for a Japanese PA to exhibit, I don’t
9
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know what is.
I believe that Matsuda-sensei will be a welcome influence at the Kencho. I
think the people on the reassignment board solved a riddle, and determined the
perfect job for Matsuda-sensei. He is capable of maintaining a high workload while
also maintaining his enthusiasm for honing his English skills. Despite having little to
no training in tantousha work for ALTs, he has a solid background in Team Teaching
experience.
The aspect of his nature to be drawn towards people from all over, and his
ability to do his work efficiently and without complaint, lead me to believe that he is
the right person for the job. Only time will tell, but I hope you all get a chance to talk
with him. If you’re both lucky, maybe you can enjoy his favorite meal together at a
yakitori izakaya. As a heads up, you will win brownie points if you like beer, the
Houston Astros, Saitama Seibu Lions, the NY Rangers, or singing Weezer at karaoke.
*Disclaimer: I had wanted to sit down with Matsuda-sensei before he left for
the Kencho. Unfortunately, he was left with little spare time in the excitement of the
big move, and I had to settle for giving him a list of my questions and letting him
‘have to’ when and if he had time. I regret that I wasn’t able to ask my questions in
the jocular atmosphere of the face to face interview that I had imagined, but I’m glad
he responded. His nature is one where even though his answers are written, he has
managed to capture the spirit in which I had wanted to elicit them. Nevertheless,
there are some points I wasn’t able to get his side on, so, reader and Matsuda-sensei
alike, please forgive me for a dash of creative license.

Aso
by Olivia Lee
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Asagiri
by Olivia Lee

Sky Road
by Jemma Gallagher
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Explore
Kumamoto’s
Backyard Introducing the Hitoyoshi-Kuma District.
by Kuma-Gun ALTs

Often when we think of “travel”, we think of grabbing our passports and hopping onto
an airplane. What happens when you don’t have the time or money for grand
adventures? Adventure in your backyard! In Kumamoto, you can come to Kuma Gun
to have a close to nature adventure and it can all be in a day.

Itsuki Village
Come see: Itsuki Firefly Festival
(mid-June), suspension bridges
Come experience: bungee

Kumamoto Website
http://www.pref.kumamoto.jp.e.qp.hp.transer.com/kiji_1
1512.html

Yamae Village
Come see: Maruoka Park for
azalea viewing (May)
Come experience: Hotaru
Onsen
Come eat: kuri manju
(chestnut dumplings), Jidori
Farm (suggested by Alice)

Yamae Village FB page
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Kuma Village
Come see: Kyusendo Cave
Come experience: rafting in the Kuma River

Alice

Alice Le, Land Earth Outdoors Company

Inner Hitoyoshi
Come see: Hitoyoshi Castle ruins, Aoi Aso
Shrine, historic trains like the SL Hitoyoshi
Come experience: Hitoyoshi onsen town aka
“Small Kyoto”, Sagarakura tour for
traditional crafts, miso, soy sauce, shochu,
and green tea
Come eat: Uemura Unagi, Shinshuu Soba,
Ita-san (all suggested by Katelyn)

Outer Hitoyoshi
Come see: Kanome no
Taki waterfall, Plum
Blossom gardens
(February)
Come experience:
Hitoyoshi Craft Park
where you can make
crafts from wood,
glass, leather, etc.
Alice
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Sagara Village
Come see: Amemiya Shrine,
Totoro no Mori
Come experience: 33 Kannon
pilgrimage
Nishiki Town
Come eat: Taiwanese food at
Aeon Nishiki, Korean Food at
Ichifusa Shokudo
Come experience: Green
tourism in Nishiki

kumagunguide.wordpress.com

Asagiri Town
Come see: Sue waterfall, Toyoama Zakura tree (8petaled sakura tree; late May), Okadomekofuku
Station
Taragi Town
Come experience: paragliding in Taragi Park
Yunomae Town
Come see: the oldest temple in Kumamoto,
Kamakura temple, fertility shrines
Come experience: the manga museum, Green
Palace
Come eat: Shogomori (suggested by Karen)

kumagunguide.wordpress.com

Mizukami Town
Come see: Ichifusa Dam (features a sakura drive
and sakura hill), cat shrine, suspension bridge
Come experience: Mizukami onsens

June:
Hana Shobu festival in Asagiri
Firefly Festival in Itsuki
July: River festival in Sagara
August:
Ebisu Festival
Ayu Fishing competition
Kumagawa Bike Marathon
Kumagawa Marathon
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Hitoyoshi
by Olivia Lee

Asagiri 2
by Olivia Lee
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photo by Jazmin Guerrero

Tampopo

From Maki’s house there was a
blanket of dandelion fields that
reached out from her window towards
the foot of the mountains. In the
spring it was a carpet of yellow that
by Jazmin Guerrero
reflected in the morning light straight
into her bedroom. That buttery color illuminated the glass and the straw mats on
her floor and it was that brightness that usually woke her up first. Bleeding through
her closed eyelids it demanded to be recognized.
When she was little she’d hated it. It woke up her up too early, especially on
the weekends when her mother would give her an extra hour of sleep. Feet
crunching on the gravel path between the field and her house and neighbors shouting
for extra palettes of fertilizer worked their way into her sleep. In the winter when
the flowers were dead it didn’t bother her but during spring the blossoms were like
an extra sound, a constant rumble as if the sun was right next to her ear, bursting
into her dreams and cutting them short.
Last summer moving into the master bedroom of her childhood home, Maki
didn’t give the browning field a second thought. She knew she would be out there
come fall, turning the soil and shoveling out fertilizer along the vegetable plots, but
beyond that Maki never considered what life would be without that yellow glow.
To be honest she was thinking more about her father moving out. She was glad
to see the back of him but his absence only served to remind her he was now living
with his mistress. At the very least he’d waited a few years after her mother died
16
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and Maki supposed this was better
than the two of them shacking up in
the bedroom down the hall with their
spawn. Her father never said it out
loud but she knew he left her the
house as his own pathetic attempt at
an apology. A coward’s way out.

So this morning when
Maki finally started to stir,
her mother’s buckwheat
pillow crackling pleasantly
under her head, she awoke
to a room blanketed in cool
darkness.
The sun was
rising on the other side,
firing up the dandelion
fields into molten gold, but
none of that reached the
master bedroom.
10:17 A.M. She’d never slept
that late before, not in spring. It didn’t
feel right, to languish in such darkness
when the world was rousing from its
own slumber, but she felt immobilized
by the stillness. In Maki’s room it was
spring, there was movement, growth
that indicated glory before summer’s
merciless grasp turned it back into
mottled mush. In here though, with
the shades pulled tight and musty air
the back of Maki’s throat, the world
had remained frozen in perpetual
winter. Someone once told her that
the design of a house could decide a
family’s happiness…. Was it the house
that did her parents in or the past?
Maki wasn’t one to wallow in bed with
such thoughts, surely it was the lack
of buttery yellow casting a jaundice on
the walls that had spun her head this
way.
It had nothing to do with today.
Nothing to do with the obituary lying
face down on her mother’s old bureau.

Maki hadn’t looked at it since she’d placed
it there yesterday, quite purposefully with
her father’s face pressed against the dusty
surface, right after work when a bushel of
old women had accosted her with their
condolences. Last night she’d failed to
notice he was still there, smiling wryly at
her, his picture ringed by dandelions
tucked in the pamphlet corner on the back
lest someone had forgotten whom to
mourn.
“Laneria’s Father”
She hadn’t accounted for that title
either. She should have just thrown it
away, it would have been safer, and then
she wouldn’t have had to think about it at
all. At least not if she stayed hidden away
all day, huddled in blankets in this last
pocket of winter lingering in her parent’s
bedroom.
If she went outside that would be all
she heard today. Epithets of a kind man,
gentle in his relationship with the earth,
full of such innovative ideas, and what
about his daughter? Fertilizing the fields surely a noble job for anyone but, Laneria’s
Daughter? Knee deep in our shit? Why
didn’t she have any ambition? How could
the apple fall so far from the tree?
Very few people understood why
Maki had chosen to work the dandelion
field. Everyone agreed the flowers were
quite nice in the spring and seeing as it
didn’t destroy other crops no one pressed to
remove them. But no one wanted to till the
potatoes, nor the squash, nor the long rows
of bushy lettuce poking out of the brown.
They lay too close to those indomitable
weeds and their town wasn’t old enough to
forget the sick and dead that lay buried
under the golden bulbs.
When pressed as to why she chose
the life of a laborer, Maki regurgitated her
well rehearsed reply of youthful ignorance
– painting the picture of a child who looked
out at that field of yellow with innocent
awe. They smiled indulgently, patted her
hand, and when they continued their
17
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afternoon walk exercising disintegrating
muscle they would push wrinkled
foreheads together muttering at how
disappointed her father must be.
He had pulled their mountain town
back from the brink, after all. Floods and
illness had swept the Earth clean, all that
was left were a few dozen starving bodies
with nothing but poisoned soil to call
home. Had it not been for Maki’s father,
who knew there was a better use for
those crushed by fallen trees or worse,
the ones you found bloated floating on
gray water, they might never have
brought life back to the fields.
The ones that died from the Pox,
the ones that only left an arm here or
there, or the ones that were so badly
disfigured you couldn’t tell if the fever
had blistered them or the fires, they all
went right outside Maki’s window. Maki
remembered being told at a young age to
never play in that field and that was an
easy lesson to remember when there was
nothing but charred ground and assorted
debris in lieu of flowers.
Then one spring the dandelions
sprouted up, belligerently waving their
yellow heads back and forth as if to
remind them that humans would never
understand the rules Mother Nature
followed. Some muttered it was a curse,
a reminder so they would never forget,
yet others smiled coquettishly with the
faintest whisper of tampopo on their lips
– a word Maki had never heard before
from the Oldpseak.
Now, in three hours to be exact,
her father’s mistress-cum-wife would
stand with their son, a stout boy of 7
years, and they would lower her father’s
body, naked, save for a modest hemp
cloth wrapped about his waist into the
compost. In that compost pot he would
be joining an older gentleman from up in
the mountains whom Maki had never
met and a widower whom Maki had often
seen walking along the dandelions. It

was an interesting combination, all 3
members of the old Mura, all veterans
born from a world that no longer existed.
Maki wondered what secrets they would
share while the maggots set to work
stripping their bodies to the bone, if they
would revert to Oldspeak now there was
no one else listening but the worms.
What no one else knew, not his
successor, not even his wife, was what
came after the composting. After all it
was a single addendum, a non-offending
tiny line at the very end of the shakily
written will Maki’s father had left days
before his death. Most everyone else, the
wife included, were concerned with
which parcels of land he was leaving
behind and to whom. They sighed with
resignation that the beautiful sugi house
would be handed down to the useless
daughter, though most reconciled that
stab of jealousy with the uncomfortable
fact that it sat right next to the
dandelions. After all, Maki’s mother
had died years apart from the last
Blights. They all said it was a latent
strain of Pox hiding in her blood, but
that didn’t stop the rumors that it
was from the grave under the
flowers.

Let her have it, they’ll
say crowded around the
compost pile with delicate
embroidered handkerchiefs
pressed modestly against
their mouths, after all she’s
probably sick just like her. No
wonder her father left. Never
plant anything in rotten
ground.
The only people who were aware of
his final provision were Maki, her father,
and the town notary – a tight lipped man
who didn’t care for gossip half as much
as he cared for order and reputation.
18
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Two years from today, on the
anniversary of his return to the Earth,
Maki would return to his cremation pot.
Entombed in the rich dirt would be a
scattered assortment of bones, though it
would be anyone’s guess which belonged
to her father, and Maki would take a
hefty sack’s worth of the new fertilizer.
The rest would be added to the Bone
Garden, where most of the old Mura was
already waiting, giving birth to their own
annual spring garden.
She would take the sack down in
the night, per her father’s request, and
because she knew the dandelion field
almost as well as she knew her own
bedroom she wouldn’t need a lamp or a
torch. If anyone bothered to stick their
head out their windows and crane
towards the bed of the mountains, they
would see the dark figure of a young
woman, her lower back scooped
downwards traveling back and forth
between a sack of fertilizer and the field.
Once the new soil had been laid Maki
would eventually decide on planting
asparagus, carefully placing the crowns
into their new home and eagerly
awaiting the arrival of their offspring in
perhaps another year or so.
No one would ever know that the
father of their town, Laneria’s Father,
would be resting with his first wife under
that bed of gold. Every spring the town
would look to those unyielding survivors,
scraggly green stalks poking out from
under the yellow heads, and give a wide
berth to their cheerful greeting.
And when Maki would eventually
bring the fresh asparagus in to the
foreman for rationing and distribution,
the mothers grilling the stalks on skillets
glittering with butter and the families
passing around bowls of asparagus
spears splashed with lemon juice would
never know their bounty came from such
ghoulish origins.
They would never know that there

never was a Pox to begin with, that it
wasn’t infection born from the Earth that
killed the old Mura along with the floods
and the earthquakes. They would never
know that their dear founder was the
same mastermind who came up with the
idea of poisoning half the survivors after
he realized there wasn’t enough food.
The solution seemed obvious and to the
few he shared it with there were no
objections; what they really needed
during that tumultuous time wasn’t
more mouths to feed rather fertile land.
He was reminded of that truth
only one other time, when he discovered
his first wife could no longer produce
heirs. In a world where a year’s crop was
all that mattered, how easy it was to
return to the innovation that pulled his
town out of danger. He buried her
straight in the dandelion field, no
compost pile for her, no reunion with old
friends in the Bone Garden. He didn’t
realize Maki had been watching him
from the floor of her bedroom, following
his head bobbing up and down above the
yellow buds, her small nose pressed
against the cold glass of the window.
Laneria would never know and
Maki would never tell them. They could
have their own relation to the man they
called Father and she could have hers,
one now forever tangled in the roots of
that field.
A few days after the
composting, Maki would move her things
back into her old bedroom. Her parent’s
room would remain in its tomblike
existence, untouched by time, and Maki
would return to that blinding glow,
voices from the dead hidden in that
yellow light, announcing the Earth’s
rebirth – calling for Maki to get up,
calling for them all to wake up.
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A Little Piece of As-o –Aso
by Joleen Tomlinson
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Road Trip to Oita
text and photos by Denise Wiley

With ambitions to explore the length and breadth of Southeast Asia while
we’re in this side of the world, some folks might overlook Oita,
Kumamoto’s northeastern neighbor. From world famous hot springs to
off-the-road adventures and a lively international community, this
prefecture has a lot in store for trekkers in Japan. Here are a few
reasons to book a road trip to Oita in your travel itinerary.
Beppu City
The coastal city of Beppu is an onsen town as well as the center of
international activity in Oita. Famous for its irresistible hot springs,
Beppu is the place to enjoy one of Japan’s most popular past times. You
can take a regular bath at one of many public hot springs or opt for
something unusual like the sulphur mud bath. There’s even a hot spring
located inside Beppu Station.
Fragrance Museum
The
Oita
Fragrance
Museum is a little known
spot just outside of Beppu
where you can make your
own perfume! The museum
features
hundreds
of
fragrances ranging from
obscure brands to designer
labels like Chanel and
Calvin Klein. Some of these
date all the way back to the
1800s. A fee of ¥500
grants you entrance to the
museum to view its vast
collection. If you want to blend your custom fragrance, it will cost an
additional ¥2200. In the museum’s lab, you’ll measure and mix your
choice from a selection of scents to create a custom fragrance that you
get to keep. The service is available only in Japanese but the staff is very
helpful to ensure that you can follow along. You can also purchase
scented soaps and aromatherapy oils from the souvenir shop.
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Umitamago Aquarium
If you’re a lover of animals
and marine life, you could
easily get lost for a couple of
hours at the Umitamago
Aquarium. Located in Beppu,
the aquarium is home to a
wide
range
of
marine
animals from garden eels to
giant walruses and dolphins.
There are jellyfish and seals,
penguins and sea snakes,
even several species of
tropical frogs. In addition to viewing the animals, there are a number of
scheduled activities to entertain visitors throughout the day. During
feeding time, you can watch staff dive into the massive tank to feed fish,
stingrays and sharks. There is also an interactive penguin show as well
as a spectacular dolphin performance.
African Safari
Located in Usa in
northern
Oita,
this
attraction
is
highly
recommended
for
animal lovers or anyone
wishing to see large
animals up close and
personal.
Elephants,
lions,
tigers,
bears,
giraffes,
American
Bison, deer, are among
the animals you will see
here. Riding along in a
designated
Safaridecked vehicle, you can
feed the animals from a tray of food you’ll receive at the start of the tour.
Bring a good camera to pictures of the animals as they curiously wander
up to the metal caged windows for a photo op. There’s a small café on site
and souvenirs are available.
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Harmony Land
Anime lovers will go crazy over this hallowed dedication to Hello Kitty.
From the moment you enter, this theme park screams everything
‘kawaii’. In addition to an abundance of rides and Hello Kitty
memorabilia, there are scheduled shows and choreographed
performances throughout the day. It is a popular family attraction
(meaning the place is bound to be filled with kids) but if you’re a fan of
Hello Kitty culture, you will definitely feel at home.

You can easily visit all these places with one overnight stay in Oita. For
cheap but clean accommodation, I recommend the Beppu Daiichi Hotel
as well as Hotel Hayashi, which is just across from Beppu Station. Both
are centrally located near shops, restaurants, and transportation. Have
fun in Oita!
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